We are living in a moving world …

AN ENERGY TRANSITION, in a world where resources are limited and where we all have to play a role in energy.

A DIGITAL TRANSITION, which affects all business sectors and is completely changing our way of life.

A TRANSITION AT LOCAL AUTHORITY LEVEL, to rethink mobility, energy and waste management … for more harmonious living.
Digital tools for ...

- Lead Detection & Customer relationship
- Design and sizing
- Operational effectiveness
Lead detection and customer relationship

- Cross-data algorithms...
Design and sizing tools

- Formal language driven by physics

- Multidomain optimization
Operational effectiveness

- **BIM and CIM** for asset and facility management (Lifetime Manager)
  
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uNK1egTdPPo

- **Block chain** for certification

- **Default detection and predictive algorithms using drones and AI**

- **Gamification**